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Executive Summary 

Introduction 
Target has recently become aware of the possibility of doing business with vendors 
who utilize lab grown plant technology. Lab grown plant technology is a sustainable 
and environmentally friendly way to grow produce indoors, instead of by traditional 
farming practices. Target is interested in featuring such vendors in its stores, but the 
company’s leaders have some ethical concerns about using these new and 
unorthodox farming techniques. Our consulting team has been called upon by the 
executive board of the Target Company to address such concerns, as well as any 
legal and financial questions that may arise in doing business with these companies.  
 
Financial 
In the financial section of the report, we will be taking an in-depth look at the fiscal 
roadblocks of traditional farming, and associated supply chains compared with the 
innovative methods of producing, and distributing lab grown plants. These 
evaluations include product efficiency, reduction of land and water waste, and 

concerns regarding growing seasons. Businesses that are spearheading lab grown 
plant technologies are able to eliminate the majority of such wastes and costs while 
maintaining profit margins for their partners, ensuring consumer choice, and growing 
a higher quality product with a longer shelf life.   
 
 
 
 



Legal 
This section will cover possible legal concerns associated with providing lab grown 
plants in our stores. The main legal issue confronting Target has to do with meeting 
regulations for labeling products as certifiably organic and/or sustainable. While lab 
grown plants have been approved as organic by the European Union they have not 
yet been labeled as certifiably organic by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 
We anticipate that the FDA will approve these as certifiably organic, given the EU’s 
certification for approval as organic and sustainable are generally much stricter than 
the FDA’s. Other legal considerations, which will not be as difficult to overcome, are 
resource usage, products liability, and Target’s pledge to sustainability.  
 
Ethical  
The goal of the ethical portion of our presentation is two-fold: first we will list and 

analyze ethical worries that have been expressed regarding lab grown plant 

technology, while showing that there are no substantial moral roadblocks posed by 

these innovations; secondly, we will show that doing business with producers of lab 

grown plants helps Target address serious environmental problems that farming via 

more orthodox methods have been unable to ease. Such concerns include overuse of 

valuable natural resources in production, and eliminating food waste. We believe that 

Target has a continual obligation to provide sustainable choices to its consumers, and 

to do what it can to alleviate any global environmental harms while maintaining 

company profits. We hope to show as much by applying a land ethic framework that 

Target can easily adopt to guide its business practices. A land ethic takes a holistic 

approach to understanding community roles in giving equal consideration to all 

stakeholders such as consumers, workers, and the land itself. Consideration of vendor 

acquisition through the mindset of a land ethic will provide Target with real world 

benefits by increasing social, ecological, and financial capital.  

 
 
 


